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Essays on Ideology in Entertainment
Biases of the Movie-Makers
Are the movie-makers deliberately selling us leftwing, liberal propaganda on political and social issues?
Or, are they merely free-enterprise entrepreneurs who
are interested only in making fast bucks by giving the
public what it wants? Put another way, are the movies
a maker of moral standards and social attitudes, or
merely a mirror to reflect the changing mores of
society?
The respected research team of Stanley Rothman
(professor of government at Smith College) and S.
Robert Lichter (assistant professor of political science at
George Washington University) made a landmark
study of the decision-making group in the movie industry. Like the earlier Rothman-Lichter study on the elite
group of people who run the national news media, this
study of movie-makers reveals extreme liberal attitudes
far out of touch with mainstream America.
Using Variety as a source to identify the writers,
producers and directors of the 50 top-grossing movies
from 1965 through 1982, Rothman and Lichter surveyed the attitudes of these most successful of Hollywood’s movie-makers. The survey results are extremely
revealing in exposing the bias of a group which we shall
call the “movie elite,” for the sake of convenience.
The movie elite overwhelmingly prefer the Democratic candidate for President, and the more liberal he
is, the more he is preferred. Accordingly, 82% preferred George McGovern in 1972 (when the American
people rejected him in 49 of the 50 states). In 1968,
76% of the movie elite preferred Hubert Humphrey
over Richard Nixon. In 1976, 78% preferred Jimmy
Carter over Gerald Ford.
In 1980, 51% preferred Carter and 17% preferred
John Anderson, while only 29% preferred Ronald Reagan. The 68% who were anti-Reagan would probably
correlate with the 68% who do not think we should be
more forceful in dealing with the Soviets.
Only 4% of the movie elite attend church or
synagogue regularly. A big 55% admit they have no
religious preference at all (compared to less than 10%
of the American populace who admit to having no
religion).

The movie elite have a rather different view of
moral standards from that of Middle Americans. Only
14% strongly condemn extra-marital sex; 60% think
adultery is not wrong. A whopping 96% support abortion-on-demand. Only 28% believe homosexuality is
wrong; almost 9 out of 10 think homosexuals should be
allowed to teach in the schools.
One of the most revealing parts of the survey is the
attitude of the movie elite toward the role and influence of the film business. 67% believe that television
should be used as a force to promote social reform.
The survey revealed an interesting variation of
attitudes toward sex and violence on television; 67% of
the movie elite think that there is too much violence on
TV, while 76% do not believe that there is too much sex
on television.
The movie elite are a 99% white, male and
wealthy group. They grew up in homes that were
relatively affluent, and today 64% report family incomes of more than $200,000.
The movie elite clearly like our economic system
which rewards their talents so generously; 94% think
that people with more ability should earn more, and
they think they belong in that class. On the other hand,
59% think that the government should redistribute
income (presumably of others), and 45% think that the
government should guarantee jobs for all.
What information sources do they think are reliable? The New York Times ranks first. Second is PBS
which the Rothman-Lichter survey showed is the most
liberal of the national television networks. Next are the
liberal Newsweek and the New York Review o f Books.
The Nation and the New Republic are high on the list.
If you have suspected that most movie-makers
have a low regard for American institutions and values,
now you have the proof. Their liberal bias explains such
propaganda films as Daniel (which rehashed the Rosenberg spy case), Silkwood (which attacked the nuclear
power industry), Deal o f the Century (which attacked
the arms industry), and Under Fire (which opposed our
anti-Communist policies in Nicaragua).
Fortunately, some entrepreneurs outside of the
movie elite have proved in the last three years that

anti-Communist movies can be a box-office success:
Rambo, W hite Nights, Rocky IV, and Red Dawn.
Maybe the tide is turning.

A Night At The Opera
After all these years, I went for the first time to
the Metropolitan Opera at its beautiful modern Opera
House in New York City. The performance was Bizet’s
Carmen. It was an experience I looked forward to -and it was one I shall never forget.
The most memorable part of the long evening
wasn’t any of the famous arias. It was the curtain calls
which came about midnight. It was quite remarkable to
see and hear that elegantly attired audience of beautiful people booing like angry fans at a baseball game.
They booed Maria Ewing’s Carmen. Most of all
they booed the director and the others responsible for
this new production of one of the most popular of all
grand operas. Half the audience in the less expensive
seats had long since voted with their feet and gone
home. But the people in the $100 and $200 seats stayed
to the bitter end to enjoy the pleasure of audibly
manifesting their displeasure.
It costs the Met at least $500,000 to put on a new
production, either a new opera or a newly-staged and
newly-costumed old opera. The music of Bizet’s Carmen is a proven and perennial favorite; the orchestra
was perfect; the sets were stunning and appropriate; the
singers were adequate.
But the audience didn’t just say “ho-hum” or
“we’ve heard that song before.” They were revved up
to a frenzy of booing. With a century of experience in
operas, showmanship, and audiences, how could the
Met stage such a fiasco? The only explanation I can
come up with is that this production of Carmen was
directed and costumed by men and women who don’t
understand human nature. They don’t understand what
attracts a man to a woman and the chemistry that
happens between them.
Carmen is the story of a saucy tart who attracts
men as honey attracts flies. Full of song and merriment,
she flirts with the soldiers, plays around with Don Jose
who falls passionately in love with her, and then dumps
him in favor of the handsome toreador. Bizet’s plot is
realistic and true to human nature. Carmen knows how
to attract men, any man, all men. But she herself goes,
not for a pliable lover who can be manipulated like a
marionette on a string, but for a real man. In her
society in Seville, Spain, a “real man” was a bull fighter.
The director of the Met’s 1986 Carmen, Sir Peter
Hall, transformed this flashy dame into a woman who
was tough and sullen, depressing and dowdy. The man
behind me m um bled, “She acts like a m anic
depressive.”
Carmen’s body language was wrong: she hung her
head down, she slouched, she turned her back to
everybody, she assumed masculine and contrived positions of body, arms, and legs. Carmen’s costumes were
wrong: somber, slovenly, and eccentric. In one act, she
wore a hat so only a few in the front rows could see her

face. She portrayed a personality which the New York
Times called “a pouty teenager, determined not to
ingratiate herself with us in any way,” and she surely
succeeded. By her death scene, the Times added, “it
was hard to care whether she lived or died.”
There’s nothing the matter with innovation applied to theater or opera if it is an improvement or
even if it makes a good show. There is nothing wrong
with portraying a female character who is nasty, sullen,
slovenly, and mannish. But you can’t show such a
character as irresistible to men, because she isn’t.
As I travel the college lecture circuit, I meet
hundreds of young men and women who want to have
a mature relationship with someone of the opposite
gender, but they don’t understand how to do that.
Many young women have not cultivated a feminine
personality that can make a man feel like a man. Many
young men are so confused about women, uncertain
about how to behave, and unable to make decisions,
that they can’t make a woman feel like a woman.
Androgynous currents in literature, entertainment,
and education have disadvantaged a significant segment of young Americans in their 20s and 30s so that
they don’t know how to attract a spouse and cultivate a
mutual and enduring commitment to marriage and
family. That’s too bad, because they are missing out on
the greatest joys of life.

Liberalism on Broadway
Do you have the feeling that so much of the
theater in modern America is designed to undermine
morality, patriotism, private enterprise, and even ordinary civility in language? Well, just because you might
be paranoid doesn’t mean that playwrights and producers are not out to sabotage traditional values. They just
might be.
Each one who attends the theater in New York is
given a copy of Playbill. This is not only the program
for the evening, giving the cast of characters, but it is a
little magazine which includes ads and general commentary about the theater.
While attending a Broadway play this summer and
waiting for the curtain to rise, I read one of the articles
in the current Playbill, and it was very revealing. The
article (which had no relation to the play I was attending) was about Edward Albee’s W ho’s A fraid o f Virginia W oolf? which opened on Broadway in 1962.
The play was a huge success. It won five Tony
awards. It was named best play of the year and was
acclaimed by the New York Drama Critics’ Circle.
The drama presented several hours of a quarreling
husband and wife, viciously tearing each other to bits
and destroying their marriage and illusions, one of
which was a fantasy child. The Pulitzer Committee
refused to honor the play because of its rough language.
(Remember, that was in 1962.)
Drama critics at the time universally identified
Virginia W oolf as an indictment of marriage. (Again,
remember that it opened on the eve of the movement
for sexual liberation.)

But now the plot thickens. The author of the
article in the 1986 Playbill, Paul H. Tannenbaum,
relates this personal story. He tells how, in 1962, he
explained to his classes at Hofstra University, and also
wrote a letter to the New York Times, stating that the
play was really political, and that author Albee was
writing, not about the failure of a marriage, but about
the destruction of the American Dream.
Tannenbaum said he was laughed at for saying
this and even called a “nut.” He was criticized in two
textbooks on communication and accused of reading
extreme meanings into art.
Tannenbaum analyzed W ho’s A fraid o f Virginia
W oolf? as a brutal allegory describing the playwright’s
disappointment in the American system. The principal
characters were named George and Martha to symbolize the parents of our nation. They lived at New
Carthage University, which represented the ruins of the
old world. Their fantasy child, the dream they shared
between them, represented the new country, America.
George’s boyhood memory of killing his mother represented Mother England, and his feeling of exhilaration
and drinking represented the rebellion of a young
nation against its parents.
Martha represented the mercantile business establishment in a materialistic society. George represented
intellectual, democratic liberalism. After their long
marriage, the materialistic society was disappointed
that liberal intellectualism was unable to take over from
the old establishment (represented by Martha’s father,
the college president).
The other characters in the play were symbolic,
too. The young scientist represented the technology of
the future. His wife, a “little mouse,” was the inheritor
of the church and its money.
So Martha, the commercial establishment, seduced
the young man who represented scientific genius. He
was attracted to her because he was ambitious, but he
ultimately became the houseboy of the commercial
establishment. The ending leaves no hope for the
American Dream.
Originally, all this was merely one man’s opinion
about Virginia W oolf (and there is no evidence that
the one man is a conservative). However, when the
playwright directed a Broadway revival in 1976, Albee
stated in a New York Times interview: “The play is an
examination of whether or not we, as a society, have
failed the m em bers of the A m erican Revolution.
There’s no argument that George and Martha were
named after George and Martha Washington. And
their non-existent child is our failure to follow those
principles, not staying an adventurous and revolutionary society.”
So, it’s true, after all. The playwright masked his
disdain for the American free economic system in an
allegory of a quarreling couple torn by conflict and
frustration, with no hope for the future.

Editorial Movies on Television
Statutory rape is the crime committed by a man

who has sexual intercourse with a minor girl under the
“age of consent” (which varies in different states from
10 to 18 years of age). It is based on the assumption
that, since young girls can be taken advantage of by
sexually-experienced men, whether or not the girl “consents” to the intimacy is irrelevant because the man
(presumably since he is older and an “authority” figure)
has the wherewithal to induce her consent.
The feminist movement has tried to eliminate such
laws for two reasons. First, these laws constitute impedimenta toward their goal of a totally sex-neutral legal
system; only a male can be prosecuted for this crime,
and only a female can be his victim.
The second reason why the feminist movement
opposes such laws was best stated by the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights in its 1977 report on “Sex Bias in
the U.S. Code.” This report said that a law designed to
“protect weak women from bad men” is “offensive
because of the image of women it perpetuates.”
In 1981 the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the constitutionality of statutory rape laws against a challenge
that they are sex discriminatory. The Court upheld a
California law making it a felony for a man to have
sexual intercourse with a woman under age 18 who is
not his wife. This decision was much criticized by the
feminists as upholding a law that is sex-discriminatory
and based on what they call “outmoded” sexual stereotypes.
Now let’s look at how prime-time television entertainment editorializes for the feminist movement: ABCT V ’s two-hour movie called W hen She Says No. The
title was a deception. The woman named Rose said
“yes” in a hundred ways over several hours; she invited
three men into her hotel room for what they thought
was “recreational sex” engaged in by consenting adults,
and then two days later she initiated a criminal prosecution of the three for rape.
While the dramatization presented the issue from
both male and female viewpoints, the movie came off
as an editorial in behalf of the woman. The audience
was led to believe that the men should be convicted of
rape because they should not have relied on her consent, even though she pursued and flirted with them all
evening, led them on, freely invited them into her hotel
room, and voluntarily undressed herself.
The feminists, who for ten years have opposed the
laws designed to protect the virtuous girl under age 18
from predatory Don Juans, now want the law to protect
a woman like Rose from what is colloquially known as
“date rape.” Yet Rose was no child; she was 30 years
old, a divorcee, and a Ph.D. university instructor.
The feminists’ double standard is fascinating. They
want a girl of 12 or 13 years to be able to consent and
let her seducer go scot-free. But they want a woman of
30 to be able to consent at midnight and then change
her mind two days later and prosecute her erstwhile
friends for criminal rape.
Rose claimed that her apparent consent was
“forced” and therefore shouldn’t be recognized in law
as a “yes.” But how was she “forced” since there was no

physical violence? After coaching by her feminist lawyer, she claimed that the intercourse wasn’t her fault
because society had conditioned her to take orders from
men —first her father, then her husband, then the male
professor who headed her department.
But aren’t such notions of the “weaker sex” really
old-fashioned “stereotypes” from which the modern
woman has been freed? Certainly a woman who has
spent ten years in the feminist atmosphere of a university campus should be totally liberated from any need
to have society protect her from what Rose conceded
was her own “stupidity.”
The ABC-TV movie dramatized and defended the
feminist ideology that women are the helpless victims
of a power structure in which men have the power and
the authority while women are psychologically trained
to obey. In truth, Rose was just a lonely 30-year-old
woman who craved male attention at any price, even
from three men whose unattractiveness was matched
only by their lack of affection.

More Truth Than Humor
Art Buchwald’s particular brand of humor has
made him a social commentator on current cultural and
political trends just as Will Rogers’ humor delighted an
earlier age. A Buchwald column titled “Liberation and
the Self-Maid Woman,” like many of his Capitol Punishment columns, was more truth than comedy.
After talking with a liberated lawyer named Lila,
Buchwald concluded that “Behind every liberated
woman, there is another woman who has to do the dirty
work for her.” (We will overlook Buchwald’s prejudice
that it is “dirtier” to take care of children and cook the
family meals than it is to outwit, out-maneuver and
out-litigate an opponent in a lawsuit.)
Buchwald made the amazing discovery that Lila’s
career in a Washington law firm absolutely depends on
a Latin American domestic named Juanita who takes
care of Lila’s children, cooks the meals, cleans the
house, and tends to Lila’s husband’s shirts. Juanita’s
wages consume half of Lila’s salary, but, even so, job
turnover is high; Lila has to hunt up a new “Juanita”
about every eight months.
Playing the straight man in this conversation, Buchwald asked Lila about all those magazines that show
husbands sharing the household duties. Lila explains
that those husbands exist only in magazines. Husbands,
she says, are more than willing for a wife to be
liberated, just as long as she takes care of the house and
children, too.
In his own inimitable way, Buchwald caricatures
the conversation; one can infer that he sympathizes
with Lila’s dilemma. He had thought Lila was the
shining example of a liberated woman who had the best
of both worlds. He is shocked to find that, without
Juanita mopping floors, Lila wouldn’t be liberated at
all. Or, in his exquisite hyperbole, “in order to be free,
a woman must find another slave to replace her.”
In all the gallons of ink that have poured over the
subject of women’s roles in the last decade, it took a

humorist to lift the curtain on this sensitive subject.
Equal employment opportunity has been the law
of the land since 1963; that’s not controversial any
more. But even if we build a society in which women
have absolutely guaranteed equal opportunity in hiring,
pay and promotions — even if modern young women
have a single-minded dedication to a business or professional career, and put in as many overtime hours and
lifetime effort as their male competitors — the average
woman still will not achieve the heights of career and
financial success that the average man does.
This is because men have one great asset over their
female competitors — men have wives. And, in the
world we know, there are not very many persons who
want to be the wife of a woman. Wives are a tremendous asset to career-oriented men. Wives provide the
nurturing of the children, the keeping of the house, the
emotional security of a nest to come home to, and, most
important, the incentive for a man to work hard and
achieve success.
One attractive, young, liberated career woman
who was recently divorced was heard to state the
problem frankly. She admitted that the divorce was
caused because “neither one of us wanted to be a wife.”
What Buchwald and Lila recently discovered, the
feminist ideologues have known for some time. That is
why they have worked so hard to eliminate the economic rights of wives and mothers. The feminist legislative agenda includes such anti-wife proposals as eliminating the dependent-wife’s benefit in Social Security
and repealing all state laws that spell out the wife’s
right to be supported by her husband.
Taking away rights from wives doesn’t put one
thin dime in the pockets of any unmarried employed
woman. What lurks behind these anti-wife proposals is
the resentment of career women like Lila that her
children are taken care of by a hired, temporary
“Juanita,” whereas her male competitors in the business
world have the advantage of wives.
The “Me” generation which seeks only its own
fulfillment as life’s goal will probably say that sex-role
stereotypes aren’t fair and that we must use the strong
arm of government to abolish them. But those who
believe that it is a social good for children to be cared
for by their own mothers in a family environment are
not about to acquiesce in the elimination of the traditional rights of wives.
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